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Abstract: The processor-memory bandwidth in current generation processors is the main bottleneck due to a number of processor cores 

sharing it through the same bus/ processor-memory interface. As a result, the on-chip memory hierarchy in multi core processors has 

assumed the role of one of the most important resources that should be managed efficiently to alleviate the above problem. Effective 

utilization of this resource is therefore an important aspect of memory hierarchy design of multi core processors. In particular, we consider 

techniques that enable the cache to be accessed quickly and still achieve a good hit ratio. We also consider issues such as area cost and 

bandwidth requirements. Trace-driven simulations of a TPC-C-like workload and selected applications from the SPEC95 benchmark suite 

are used in the paper to compare the performance of some of the techniques. 

 

Index Terms- Cache memory, cache access mechanism, NUCA cache; pre-fetching; victim cache; chip multiprocessors 
 

 

1. Introduction 
  
Cache memories are small, high-speed buffer memories used in modern computer systems to hold temporarily those portions of the 

contents of main memory which are (believed to be) currently in use. Information located in cache memory may be accessed in much 

less time than that located in main memory (for reasons discussed throughout this paper}. Thus, a central processing unit (CPU) with a 
cache memory needs to spend far less time waiting for instructions and operands to be fetched and/or stored. For  example, in typical 

large, high-speed computers (e.g., Amdahl  470V/ 7, IBM 3033), main memory can be accessed in 300 to 600 nanoseconds; 

information can be obtained from a cache, on the other hand, in 50 to 100 nanoseconds. Since the performance of such machines is 

already limited in instruction execution rate by cache memory access time, the absence of any cache memory  at all would produce a 

very substantial decrease in execution.  
 

Today, caches have become an integral part of all processors. However, as the performance gap between processor and main memory 

continues to widen, optimized implementations of caches are needed. In this paper, we consider some of the issues in implementing 
aggressive cache memories and survey the techniques that are available to help meet the increasingly rigorous design targets and 

constraints of modern processors. 

 
 

2. Materials and Methods 

 
2.1 Optimizations Implemented Successfully 

 

A number of cache optimization techniques that were implemented in single core processors were successfully implemented in multi 

core processors. Multi-level cache with the current structure of two-level has been implemented since the very first multi core 

processor visualized in (Fig.1). In this configuration, the first-level cache is private to each core and coherence is maintained between 

them with MESI or MOESI protocols (Villa, F.J., et al., 2005). The second-level cache has been implemented with different design 

options in various architectures.  
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Cache parameters such as block size, associativity, cache size, write policy and coherence protocols directly affect the 
performance of the on-chip memory hierarchy. Since different applications have different demands with respect to each of  
the above parameters, Tao et al. (2008) have proposed reconfigurable cache architecture with the parameters being  
transparent to application programmers who may set the values according to the requirements of their applications. Although 
this is difficult to achieve practically requiring the programmer to be architecture aware, the research groups working on such 
reconfigurable architectures are optimistic and have predicted positive results. A recent publication by Hammoud et al. 
(2010) outlines a novel technique called DPAP (Dynamic Pressure-aware Associative Placement) for cache blocks. This 
scheme decouples the mapping of memory blocks to cache from their physical addresses and places them according to their 
pressure or frequency of use. The pressure is recorded at the group granularity level which is later used to place an incoming 
block in a cache block that belongs to a group that has the minimum pressure. A question associated with second-level cache 
and NUCA organization is whether the cache should be shared or private with respect to each core. This issue has been 
explored by a  number of researchers with conflicting results supporting the respective configurations. Hsu et al. (2005) has 
pointed out that for small cache designs, shared cache gives a better performance but for large cache designs, the advantage is 
not so significant. On the contrary, the study conducted by Tao et al. (2008) using various benchmarks show that shared L2 
gives better performance for majority of the applications. Haakon and Dybdahl (2007) have proposed to implement an 
adaptive shared/private cache partitioning where the amount of shared space among cores is controlled dynamically. This 
shows that application dependent features are important to decide about shared/private cache configuration. The control for 
this feature remains in hardware but is made application aware by coupling it with the counters and registers meant for 
recording misses and tags of evicted blocks. Most of the current generation processors are equipped with PMUs (Processor 
Monitoring Units) that provide the above measurements. R-NUCA (Hardavwllas, N., et al., 2010), a variant of NUCA, deals 
with the above issue in a more formal way. It alleviates the problem of both private and shared cache designs with significant 
power savings by classifying blocks on the basis of access patterns at run time and places it nearm the requesting cores. 
Address mapping is managed through a simple lookup that saves time and power. Another improvement for multi core 
processors is more architectural support for non-blocking cache. To allow maximum miss level parallelism, the Miss 
Handling Architecture (MHA) requires a number of additional components as proposed in (Jahre, M., et al., 2007). Since a 
higher miss-level parallelism may add to congestion in the access path affecting the overall performance, Jahre and Natvig 
(2007) have proposed that a balance is required between the miss-level parallelism and congestion in both onchip and off-
chip interconnects. In order to improve cache space utilization, a number of techniques have been suggested. One such design 
option is bypassing of cache accesses that are transient referred to as block bypassing (Dybdahl, et al., 2007). Block 
bypassing is proposed for second-level cache and it requires the monitoring of reuse behavior of cache blocks. Blocks that are 
classified as bypassed are kept only in the first-level cache. Load requests for bypassed blocks are used to generate an early 
miss request, improving the miss penalty processors. 
 
Because of the growing power concerns in multi core processors, in-order processors are a preferred architecture, but this 
results in performance degradation because of stall due to various dependences. This can be overcome by using iCFP (in-
order continual flow pipeline), a technique proposed by Hilton et al. (2010). This technique uses the runahead execution 
mode, a mode of execution entered by an in-order processor when it encounters a miss, increasing the Miss Level Parallelism 
(MLP). All miss-dependent instructions are saved in a slice buffer whereas the miss-independent instructions are executed 
and retired speculatively. When the miss returns, it executes the instructions saved in the slice buffer. Hilton et al. (2010) 
have shown that iCFP improves performance of in-order processors with the additional advantage of low power 
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consumption. Use of adaptive shared/private NUCA cache partitioning to improve the overall miss rate is given by Dybdahl 
and Stenström (2007). Second-level cache as NUCA is generally organized as per core partition.  
 
 
 
 
 
If a core runs out of cache space, the evicted block is relocated to the partition of another core, thus utilizing some cache 
space as a shared one. An uncontrolled allocation may result in performance degradation due to pollution. An adaptive 
scheme to dynamically control the shared space attempts to maximize the overall performance. This is done by protecting the 
most recently used data in the last-level cache. An improvement in suggested in (Qureshi, M., 2009) through adaptive 
spill/receive policy, which is a dynamic scheme used not only to reduce but also to control pollution by defining spiller and 
receiver partitions. Use of Miss Rate Curves (MRC) for online optimization is proposed in (Tam, et al., 2009) to supportthe 
decision making process for the above schemes, but obtaining online MRC has its overhead which makes it unpractical. Tam 
et al. (2009) have proposed to obtain on-line efficient MRC termed as Rapid MRC through the use of PMUs (Processor 
Monitoring Units) available in all current generation processors. The paper approximates L2 MRC with low overhead and 
compares RapidMRC of 30 standard application benchmarks with that of real MRCs. Stack algorithm is a common method 
to generate MRC which maintains an LRU stack for recent memory accesses. The stack distance of every memory access is 
calculated to speculate for the next access to be a hit or a miss. A histogram Hist(dist) shows all memory accesses with a 
stack distance of dist. The number of misses for a memory size size, Miss(size) is calculated by the following expression 

 
This then generates an MRC that is normalized over a 
fixed probing period using MPKI (Number of Misses Per Kilo 
Instructions), given by the following expression 

 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1. Proposed Cache Optimizations  
 
A number of cache optimization techniques were successfully implemented in single core processors or single core 
multiprocessors but have not yet been tried in multi core processors. Some of these techniques are discussed in this section 
with a prediction of their effectiveness in multi core processors. 
 
Trace cache (Hennessy, et al., 2006) allows to cache dynamic traces of executed instructions including taken branches. This 
cache requires a branch predictor to dynamically decide the execution path of programs. A  cache block is utilized more 
efficiently in a trace cache but the overall cache utilization is not efficient because the same instructions may be present in a 
number of blocks. Due to some problems, trace cache has been implemented in only a selected number of single core 
processors. Because it is less efficient in terms of power and area utilization, it may not be an effective mechanism for multi 
core processors. 
 
 
 Moreover, the control of trace cache is complex that may add to the complexity of the overall cache control system. Victim 
cache is an optimization technique where a small, fully associative cache is placed between the cache and its refill path. The 
victim cache is filled with the blocks evicted from cache due to block replacement. A miss in the cache is first checked in the 
victim cache before the request is sent to the main memory. In a multi core processor, this technique has not been 
implemented in the same form but a similar technique is used in second-level NUCA caches that use shared/private 
configuration. In NUCA cache with partitions private to each core, when a core runs out of cache space and a block is evicted 
due to block replacement, instead of discarding this block totally, it is stored in the partition of another core in anticipation 
that it may be needed again (Dybdahl, et al., 2007). Although this scheme is similar to victim cache but it is implemented at 
the cost of another core’s cache space. Some controlled schemes have also been suggested in (Tam, et al., 2009), but all these 
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schemes use the partition of another core. A better implementation would be a victim cache which is a small, one to four 
entry fully associative cache that helps in significant improvement in miss rate. A dedicated victim cache per core would also 
avoid pollution of cache partition belonging to another core. Since the victim cache contains recently evicted blocks, it shall 
reduce both the miss penalty and miss rate of the cache hierarchy. One major issue which has not been investigated is 
whether the cache design should always conform to the shared memory paradigm as this requires policies for coherence and 
consistency with an overhead that affects the performance of on-chip memory hierarchy. If the message passing paradigm is 
used for inter-core communication and sharing of data, all caches will remain private to each core without causing 
interference due to coherence and consistency traffic. In shared memory paradigm, a large wait time is incurred in 
synchronization for access to shared variables. Use of message passing paradigm would remove the overhead of 
synchronization wait time. Various compiler-based optimization techniques are suggested by a number of researchers to 
improve the overall cache utilization (Chen, et al., 2008). These techniques are effective for efficient utilization of cache 
space and may be equally effective for CMPs. All future compilers designed for multi core processors should take into 
account the existence of parallelism at the chip level.  
 
3.2 Ineffective Cache Optimizations 
 
The optimization techniques presented in Section 3.1needs to be implemented to determine their effectiveness. A few 
optimizations were tested for multi core processors and were found to be ineffective. As more optimizations are tested, one 
may find more such techniques as not being useful for multi core processors. The following paragraphs give a brief account 
of the tested techniques that were not successful in CMPs. Cache affinity is a policy decision taken by the operating system to 
schedule processes on specific cores. The decision is based on the behavior of a process that has its context in a cache and is 
expected to reuse the contents as a result of temporal locality. After a context switch, when a process is rescheduled, it is 
allocated to the same processor, assuming that its context may still be present in the cache, reducing the compulsory or cold 
start misses. This scheme has improved the performance in conventional multiprocessors (SMPs). On investigation of this 
scheme in multi core processors and summarized in (Kazempour, et al., 2008), it was observed that the performance 
improvement in multi core uniprocessors (CMPs) is not significant, but the performance is good in case of multi core 
multiprocessors (SMPs based on CMPs). Trace cache may not be an effective technique for multi core processors because it 
wastes memory space due to repetition of instructions in more than one block because it contains dynamic sequence of 
instructions. It also has relatively higher power consumption. Although it is a promising technique in theoretical terms, it may 
not work for large scale multi core processors. Since a large number of optimizations that have been discussed in the previous 
sub-section have not been tested, this section contains very few instances. As a part of our PhD project, we plan to test most 
of the techniques mentioned in Section 3.1 and report the results in subsequent publications. 
 

4. Conclusion and Future Directions 
 
This paper forms part of the guideline for future work for researchers interested in optimization of memory hierarchy for 
scalable multi core processors, as it presents a survey of all such techniques proposed in recent publications.  The effect of the 
mechanisms and policies of operating system on the memory hierarchy, especially the on-chip cache hierarchy is another 
direction of research that can be explored. High coherence traffic gives rise to congestion at the first level cache. 
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